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THE TEXT BOOK PROBLEM
IN VIRGINIA
THE answer to the public's problem
of textbook purchase and also to
the dilemma of state authorities in
their effort to obtain low prices at the same
time that the educational needs of the child
are supplied, lies finally in a system of free
textbooks.
Virginia with a permissive free textbook
law lags behind the more progressive states.
In 1929 twenty-one states had mandatory
free textbook laws; and twenty-three had
permissive laws. Indications are that within
another ten years most of the states will
have adopted the free system to the advantage of all concerned.
At the present time Virginia has seven
free textbook areas; namely, Richmond,
Newport News, Arlington County, Norfolk,
Winchester, Lynchburg, and Fairfield District of Henrico County. Norfolk supplies
free texts in all grades through the junior
high schools; Lynchburg, in the elementary
grades only; and Winchester, in all the elementary grades from one through six and
a few texts in grades seven and eight. The
other four areas supply free textbooks
throughout the schools. Approximately
70,000 pupils enjoy the benefits of free
books in Virginia.
Free Books Cost Less
A study of the operation of schools under the free book system reveals a marked
presence of efficiency, low price, variety of
books, and the absence of uninformed criticism which does much to thwart educational progress.
The striking fact about free textbook
This article appeared in the Richmond TimesDispatch for April 27, 1931, as the eighth in a
series of articles on textbook adoptions, and is
here reprinted by permission of the editor.
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systems is that books can be bought at a
per capita cost far below what the average
citizen imagines. In Richmond schools
during the year 1929-30, the total enrolment
of 37,416 pupils was supplied with all textbooks at a total cost of $45,888.09 or $1.46
per pupil.
The average per capita cost in these elementary schools was $1.20; in these high
schools, $1.95. Compare these figures with
typical costs in the bought-book areas and
the economy of free textbooks will be obvious. New books in the third grade have
been costing the student over $2 and the
higher the grade the more expensive the
books. High school students pay approximately $7 for new texts used in one year.
When these figures are compared with the
$1.20 elementary and the $1.95 high school
per capita costs for textbooks in a free
textbook area, the conclusion is inescapable;
Free textbooks are the answer to the parent's complaint that new adoptions are expensive.
Richmond Not Typical
Richmond schools are scarcely typical of
the entire state. The cost of textbooks here
are even higher than in most state free systems, for Richmond experiments widely and
provides what is generally recognized to be
an excellent public school training for its
children.
It is said that for $1 per pupil, textbooks
can be supplied free to all the pupils of a
state.
The secret of lower costs in free textbookareas lies in the relatively small percentage
which is added to the wholesale price to establish the cost to the public. Richmond
pays an agent 5 per cent of the wholesale
price to distribute books to the local schools.
Some free areas pay as high as 9 per cent.
But in counties and cities where pupils buy
their own books, the percentage is usually
around 10 or 12.
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Thus on the economic side alone, free making some pupils appear the objects of
textbooks are the way toward reducing a charity, they facilitate the making of new
state book bill to an absolute minimum at
adoptions without accompanying lay critithe same time that educational efficiency is
cism ; they last longer and remain in better
not only preserved but extended.
condition than bought books; and their use
How Applied to Virginia?
teaches regard for public property.
There are approximately 560,000 pupils
It is commonly believed that a pupil with
in Virginia. At about one dollar each, free
a free book is careless with the care and
books could be supplied. Since there are
treatment of the volume. Experience in
approximately 1,000,000 taxpayers in the the Virginia textbook areas has shown that
State of Virginia, an annual capitation tax the very opposite is true. Free textbooks,
of fifty cents would furnish free books all on the authority of Richmond school offiover the state. The system could be inaugucials, actually last longer than books owned
rated without difficulty by asking students by pupils. This fact is indicated in figures
in the first year of such a state-wide plan
which show that annual replacements in free
to donate whatever textbooks they felt free
book systems are seldom over 33 per cent
to release and thereafter receive all books
in elementary grades or over 25 per cent in
free.
the high schools. Replacements of pupilWhen it can be shown that costs are re- owned books are frequently from 10 to 15
duced and school efficiency is increased by per cent higher than these figures.
free textbooks, it follows that few publicShould State Own Books?
minded citizens could logically object to
The question of whether the state should
this additional tax.
own free books or merely act as a supervisExperience of this and other states points ory body, directing the governmental units
directly to the success of free textbooks. in the choice and use of the books, is still
Ever since 1818 when Philadelphia adopted
open. The tendency in textbook purchases
the plan of supplying all public school pupils is toward allowing the local community to
with free books, the system has gained in do the financing and the state to furnish
popularity and practicality.
supervision and ultimate legal control.
No valid arguments exist against the
At the present time the Virginia free book
plan. It is held that free textbooks disareas are free from many restrictions of
courage personal ownership of all books, the State Board. In other words, the board
encourage the use of dirty and unattractive grants privileges on request which make
books, increase taxes, puts additional work- these localities practically autonomous eduon teachers, and place too great a burden
cationally.
on the state.
For instance, the Richmond school auFree Books Have Proved Value
thorities are not seriously affected by the
The answer which comes from nation- recent adoptions. They will examine the
wide experience is that free textbooks are new list, adopt or continue according to
no more a part of public and parent initiatheir judgment, and request approval from
tive than a teacher's salary; they encourage the State Board. Since Richmond has mainefficient teaching and ease of getting a class tained relatively high educational standards,
under way; they make the supplying of a the state authorities have in the past been
large variety of supplementary books pos- inclined to grant all its requests. Here is
sible; they are part of compulsory school an example of that supervision which works
attendance and of the tools with which free well with the independence of local school
education works; they avoid the stigma of units.
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what we do with our knowledge that
When it is noted that as early as 1912 counts.
twenty state superintendents of public inIn the good old days it wasn t considstruction, when asked for a blanket opinion ered wise to permit a boy to make his own
of free textbooks, replied without qualifi- decision regarding his career, and consecation in their favor, spread of the plan in- quently he was forced to accept that of his
dicates a greater and more permanent suc- parents or some other well-meaning adcess.
viser.
Solving Our Problem
The number of people who are occupyThe textbook situation in Virginia points ing positions distasteful to them should be
directly to free texts as a solution of this argument enough that something is wrong
one aspect of the problem of public educa- with this method.
tion. Free textbooks mean at bottom less
In those cases where it has been abancost to the public and greater efficiency to doned, is it because we have come to recthe schools. No reputable authority has ognize that interest and aptitude have
been found to gainsay either of these state- something to do with the success and jo\
ments.
in work or because the boy or girl has
Alan Burton Clarke
rebelled against being forced into doing
something distasteful to him?
If there is one thing that modern youth
GUIDANCE IN THE HIGH
knows better than anything else, it is what
he does not want to do. But, having made
SCHOOL
this discovery and being the possessor of
I HAVE been asked to talk to you for a
a freedom hitherto unknown, is he in any
few minutes on the organization of better position to make a wise choice of
a guidance program in the high his life work than were his parents? Unschool.
fortunately, freedom does not carry with
Some of the suggestions made may seem it the guarantee that it will be wisely used.
visionary, but an ideal is useful in helping Knowing what we dislike to do doesn't
to effect the best form of compromise to necessarily mean that we have well defined
be made.
ideas about what we want to do. Neither
It should not be necessary to discuss the does the fact that certain types of work
reasons why we should change our at- have a greater appeal than others indicate
titudes toward educational aims nor to list that a choice should be made on this basis
those objectives of education in a democ- alone.
racy that, by this time, are so well known
How then shall a boy or girl go about
that if I should mention one you could it to select and plan his career, and what
complete the list automatically.
have we to do with it?
If the mere act of gaining knowledge
Are we going to continue to try to fool
would insure results, there would be no ourselves and our pupils into believing that
reason for further effort on our part, but, what we offer is good for them ? Do we
unless approved theories are put into prac- really believe that if they follow a pretice, they fall into the class of those things scribed course in school they will somehow
which are nice to know. It isn t what we be prepared for anything that turns up in
know nor how we feel about things but the way of work? Are we still advising
children to take a subject because they
This paper was read at a District G meeting of never can tell when they may need that
the Virginia Education Association, held at the particular bit of knowledge?
Handley High School, Winchester, on March 13.
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